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**Abstract**

The purpose of this study was to develop an improved understanding of the perception of health professionals regarding the provision of information to parents of children with long-term disabilities. The aim was to generate new perspectives, inform debate, and to identify practical suggestions for health professionals. This study adopted a qualitative approach, guided by a phenomenological methodology. Seven health professionals, working within an Integrated Children and Young Person’s Therapy Service of a single UK National Health Service (NHS) foundation trust, participated in semi-structured, in-depth interviews. The resultant data were analysed using a rigorous, systematic process of thematic content analysis. Two main themes were identified and discussed. Theme 1 was ‘parent readiness for information’; with subthemes 1A ‘assessing parent readiness’ and 1B ‘developing parent readiness’. Theme 2 was ‘role as information manager’. (It is acknowledged that a further theme ‘relationship with parents’ was identified; which will be presented and discussed in another article). The following conclusions were drawn. The health professional’s role, as a provider of information to parents of children with disabilities, is evolving and may now be more helpfully described as that of a parent educator. It is suggested that this may involve a shift in focus from content/timing of information provision to the development of parents as learners. It is also suggested that it would be useful for health professionals to explore opportunities for practice-based initiatives to support the development of the skills required for this role.
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Introduction

Evolution of practice

Traditionally, children with complex healthcare needs would have been supported by health professionals, employing a professional-centred model of care (Rosenbaum et al. 1998). In this model health professionals were responsible for determining the child’s needs, before either carrying out a therapeutic intervention or instructing the parent to do so.

Driven by developments in UK government policy, culminating recently in the Children and Families Act (Great Britain Parliament 2014), and also by international health strategy (World Health Organization 2001), health professionals have increasingly been encouraged to adopt a more family-centred approach, empowering children and their families to assume a central role as ‘partners’ in a more collaborative process of goal setting and treatment provision (Kratz et al. 2009, Law et al. 2003, Tourigny, Chartrand, and Massicotte 2008). Indeed this is made explicit within the recently revised Health and Care Professions Council’s standards of conduct, performance and ethics (Health and Care Professions Council 2016). Fundamental to this is the idea that the knowledge which a parent gains from the experience of living and caring for their child, is essential for determining their child’s needs (Hanna and Rodger 2002, King et al. 2004).

This new role calls for notable added responsibility for parents, who already carry a significantly increased care-giving burden (Leiter et al. 2004). It therefore falls to health professionals to recognise the implications of any additional demands made (McCann, Bull, and Winzenberg 2012) and ensure adequate support and resources are available. Moreover, whilst it is important to recognise the value of parents’ knowledge, there is still a need for information and education to support them to fulfil this role (Wolfendale 2002). As De Geeter and colleagues suggest,

‘The logical assumption that parents know their child best does not imply that information concerning resources, the most appropriate form of therapy, the most suitable living environment or the most appropriate daily activities is readily available to them.’


Control of information

Traditionally, provision of health-related information has been the domain of the health professional, with patients, or parents of patients, being passive recipients of knowledge (Kangas 2002). Historically, this approach has been reported to be highly valued by parents (Pain 1999); however, over the past 20 years, with the rapid emergence of the world wide web, service users at all levels of society are increasingly gaining access to a vast supply of unmetered health-related information (Benigeri and Plyue 2003). This means that controlling the content and flow of information can no longer be the exclusive remit of the health professional.

Since early in the twenty-first century, there has been a record of parents of children with disability meeting in support groups (Law et al. 2001) and, whilst it is generally accepted that the primary function of these groups is to provide a sense of belonging, support and advocacy, it is almost without exception that provision of information is highlighted as an important group function (Law et al. 2002, Solomon, Pistrang, and Barker 2001). It has been found that families will report that the information they receive from support groups is often more useful than that received from experts (Law et al. 2002) and it has been suggested that this is likely due to the fact that it is presented in a context which is more accessible (i.e. lay terminology, related to specific problems, non-threatening environment) (Solomon, Pistrang, and Barker 2001).

The conflict between free market information and controlled market healthcare offers a significant challenge to healthcare professionals, requiring a subtle shift from being information providers to information brokers. Interestingly there appears to be a lack of evidence regarding
how health professionals perceive the loss of gatekeeping of information and how this affects their practice.

**Timing of information**

Health professionals need to ensure that, when providing information, parents are able to readily understand and make use of it; however the complex nature of the parent's uncertain circumstances can be the source of a number of potential barriers for effective information exchange. For example, at the time of diagnosis, parents will typically experience very strong emotions including fear, guilt, anger and powerlessness (Nuttala and Salanterä 2006), and it is accepted that, at this early stage, the incompatibility between emotional distress and optimal learning is unavoidable (Jedlicka-Köhler, Götz, and Eichler 1996). This difficulty is reflected in reports that there is frequently a significant discrepancy between information given and information understood (Reid et al. 2011), with parents often reporting dissatisfaction with the amount of information provided (Graungaard and Skov 2007, Hummelinck and Pollock 2006).

There appears to be a lack of agreement in the literature regarding parents' preference for information at this time. Some parents report that it is best not to be given information around the time of diagnosis as they are unable to take it in (Kendall et al. 2003); whereas others suggest that they want information immediately following diagnosis (Tipping, Scholes, and Cox 2010). Furthermore there appears to be a gap in the literature related to health professionals' experiences of timing information provision to parents.

**Health professionals' approach to the provision of information**

It appears that there has been little work completed investigating how health professionals approach the complex process of providing information to parents. One qualitative study by Ringnér, Jansson and Graneheim (2011) used focus groups involving 20 caregivers on a paediatric oncology ward to investigate health professionals' perceptions of providing information to parents. Their findings suggested that health professionals did recognise that parents' need for information could change over time, and that the amount of information provided should be matched to the level of parental need. There was, however, no reference to how the health professionals identified this level of need, nor to any strategies they used to ensure appropriate information was given.

Other studies have investigated the phenomenon of recognising parent (or patient) need for information; however, there have been conflicting reports as to how successfully this has been managed (Hoffman et al. 2007, Hutchinson et al. 2012, McClinchy et al. 2011).

The gaps in the literature described form the basis of the current study, which addresses the research question: ‘What are the views and experiences of health professionals as providers of information to parents of children with long term disabilities?’ The aim was to generate new perspectives, inform debate, and to identify any practical suggestions for health professionals. The findings and discussion have generated suggestions for practice-based learning; however this was not necessarily pre-planned.

**Methodology**

This study adopted a qualitative approach guided by a phenomenological methodology. The rationale for choosing a phenomenological methodology was based on the underpinning philosophical assumptions of the constructivist paradigm that informs it (relativist ontology; subjectivist epistemology) (Nicholls 2009a). This study did not set out to prove or disprove any hypothesis; rather it sought to generate data from the lived experiences of health professionals in order to gain a greater understanding about how they perceive the phenomenon of information provision.
The study was undertaken using semi structured interviews of a purposive, convenience sample of seven health professionals working in a single Children and Young Person’s Therapy Service in the UK (two physiotherapists, two occupational therapists, and three speech and language therapists). All participants were working supporting children with a variety of lifelong disabilities, contributing to delay in one or more areas of their development. Examples included global developmental delay, specific motor dysfunction (e.g. cerebral palsy, neuromuscular dysfunction) and other more pervasive developmental disorders (e.g. autism). Literature supports that, given the heterogeneity of the participants, a sample size of seven is sufficient to achieve sampling sufficiency (Nicholls 2009b).

Interviews took the form of asking participants to reflect upon, and describe, their experiences of giving health-related information to parents. Subsequent questions followed the responses of the interviewees (i.e. when it worked well, when it did not work so well and what might have influenced this). The aim was to gain as complete a description as possible of the experience of the participants (England 2012).

It is important to state that the principal researcher worked in the same team from which the participants were recruited. Potential coercion and power issues were formally addressed by employing indirect recruitment strategies (i.e. participants were not approached personally, but with posters shared at team meetings giving contact details for those wishing to participate), by providing a detailed participant information sheet, and also by making explicit that participation in the study was voluntary. Informed consent was given by each participant. Further strategies were also employed as part of a process of reflexivity (discussed in detail below).

Ethical approval was granted by the relevant research ethics and governance panel at the sponsoring institution. The study was also approved by the Caldicott Guardian of the healthcare organisation as a ‘grey area’ project (the Caldicott Guardian is a senior member of the organisation responsible for protecting confidentiality of patient and service user information).

Analysis of data

Interviews were transcribed verbatim and then analysed using a rigorous, systematic process of thematic content analysis as described by Braun and Clarke (2006). This iterative process generated a number of initial themes, which were reviewed and further refined using a thematic mapping approach to produce two main themes, the first with two subthemes. It is acknowledged that a third theme ‘Relationship with parents’ was also identified, which will be presented and discussed in another article.

I (JR) addressed scientific rigour and trustworthiness by using the strategies suggested in the literature (Nicholls 2009b, Shenton 2004). An audit trail of data analysis, and a reflective log of the research process were kept to maintain transparency, and regular debriefings with my project supervisor (JM) were held to enhance credibility of findings.

Reflexivity

As the principal researcher, I (JR) was responsible for collecting and analysing all data. Whilst this process was supported by my project supervisor (JM), I felt it was important to include a reflexive statement in order to clearly state my positionality as an ‘insider researcher’ (Moore 2012), and how this and other experiences have informed and shaped the ‘forestructure’ of my understanding of the phenomena (Kumar 2012). This was felt to be especially important as the confirmability of my interpretations is dependent on my being able to demonstrate how they were reached (Mauther and Doucet 2003, Shenton 2004).
Reflexive Statement (JR):

I qualified as a chartered physiotherapist BSc (Hons) in 2002 and have been working with children and their families since 2004.

Throughout my career thus far I have endeavoured to understand as clearly as possible the way that children develop and how this might be affected by different injury or impairment. This has informed the way I work and I feel that I have been able to offer a sound, evidenced based practice to the children that I support. Despite this, over the last few years, I have found myself becoming a little disillusioned with the service I have been able to offer. Whilst I could clearly justify my treatment strategies, I found that often families would not engage and that children were not making the progress that I had hoped they would. I started to reflect on this and began contemplating what might be affecting parental engagement with therapy.

Around this time I also became a father myself. This, more than any other specific event, has changed the way that I practise, more profoundly than I could have expected. It has helped me to empathise with parents and to understand that supporting children with movement disorders was far more complex than just choosing the right handling technique. I developed the opinion that it was essential to listen to parents’ wishes and needs, and to help them to make therapy fit and work in their lives. Whilst my interest in identifying and understanding the impairment did not wane, managing this was now placed in the context of the lives of the child and their family. I now feel that when providing information to parents, it should be done in a very sensitive way, acknowledging their stage of acceptance and respecting their views and opinions.

Currently I am working as a highly specialised children’s physiotherapist (Band 7) in an integrated child therapy team (the same team from which the participants in the current study were recruited). Being a band 7 carries with it certain responsibilities for team development and clinical support and as such I am regarded by some of my colleagues as a ‘specialist/expert’ therapist. I have been working in my current post for 5 years and during that time have established strong relationships with my colleagues. These relationships are generally professional; however there is also a significant degree of familiarity and friendship.

I acknowledge that my position as a ‘specialist’ member of the team from which participants were recruited, may have introduced a hierarchical imbalance between interviewer and interviewee, which in turn may have had an effect on what the participants were prepared to share. It is also likely that this imbalance may have been intensified by the fact that I had been conspicuously immersed in further education and training.

As well as the formal strategies described in the methodology, I endeavoured to conduct the interviews sensitively, ensuring that participants felt comfortable and relaxed at all times. Furthermore I made particular effort to avoid being judgemental respecting the participants’ comments as valid representations of their views and opinions. The assurance of confidentiality was also brought to the fore in order to encourage openness. It was also hoped that my familiarity with the participants would have helped them to feel at ease and more willing to share their true feelings.

Findings

The findings are presented with quotations taken directly from the interview transcripts. Each quotation is written with an identifier, which represents the participant's profession (e.g. OT1 – occupational therapist; PT1 – physiotherapist; S1 – speech and language therapist).

Main theme 1: Readiness for information

This theme describes participants’ experiences of how a parent’s need for information can change over time and how this need can be influenced by a number of factors. It has been
Subtheme 1A – Assessing parent readiness

All participants recognised that there was a need to be sensitive to parents’ readiness for information and highlighted the importance of giving information at the right time.

…I think you have to time your information really carefully...even if you want the parents to have an eye on the future; you have to be mindful that this is their present. (OT1)

It was also suggested that providing information at an inappropriate time could have a potentially negative impact both on a parent’s ability to engage with the information;

…they are too overwhelmed (by the information) and they are not actually listening to it, or that the information is just sort of washing through them rather than going in. (PT2)

and on the parent-therapist relationship;

…the OT had started to introduce equipment and the mum just completely wasn’t able to accept it at that time and requested another OT… (OT2).

Despite recognising the importance of giving information at the appropriate time, participants found it difficult to identify clear indicators that parents were ready for the information, and felt that it came down to a kind of professional judgement or instinct, which was developed through experience rather than through formal training.

…it’s a judgement call, you have to make a judgement call…I think it just comes with experience and it’s a steep learning curve. (S1)

I haven’t been given any training on how to present information…you just pick it up and go on instinct…you are basically lead by your own instinct… (PT2)

Some subtle, non-verbal indicators for lack of readiness were highlighted, including behaviours such as zoning out, panicking, crying and looking puzzled.

…they may just nod at you…and look like they are listening, but actually they are closed off…and you can tell the difference in their facial expressions…that the information is not being absorbed or that they are not ready for it… (PT2)

There was one participant who reported that parents would actually state their lack of readiness.

…so I have had a number of people (parents) saying to me, ‘People (professionals) are saying to me that they (my child) are like this…I’m not ready to look at that yet’… (S2)

More commonly this was not so explicit, and participants reported that parents would continue to ask for information even though health professionals felt that they might not be ready to take on and make use of that information.

…even though they (parents) might say ‘I want as much information as possible’…you know, they might remember some key things, but they won’t necessarily remember everything…sometimes families say they want as much information as possible, but sometimes I don’t actually think they do…(PT3)
…some parents want to know everything about everything...; however they maybe don’t want to hear the information that we give… (OT1)

Some participants recognised this paradox, of parents asking for information but only really wanting to hear what supported their own construct of their child’s difficulties, and linked it to a denial or lack of acceptance of the true extent of the nature and impact of their child’s condition.

…I guess that sometimes there will be some denial and you will get the real, ‘well no, he’s going to walk and he’s going to sit up’ and that’s…well you don’t want to encourage that… (OT2).

It was also highlighted that parents’ readiness for information could be affected by setbacks, described by some participants as ‘transition points’ where the child’s needs are changing.

…I think that you notice that there are certain…kind of…not milestones…but there are certain periods of time which almost affect a transition into accepting the future...(for example) talking about wheelchairs...that is a real, ‘this is the future’…It think that can be quite challenging… (OT2)

When parents were more ready for information, participants noticed a number of changes in their behaviours; including asking more thoughtful/relevant questions, having more realistic expectations, taking more openly about the future and also a change in how they practically support their child.

…it’s not always about them saying the right things, but I think if you…go into the room and they have done it (the handling technique) without you having to prompt them. I think that is a good way of seeing… (PT3)

**Subtheme 1B – Developing parent readiness**

All participants reflected on strategies they employed, either consciously or subconsciously, to try to help parents develop, or become more ready, to receive and make use of information about their child. One strategy was to drip feed information all the time, avoiding giving ‘too much’ information and avoiding ‘bombshells’.

“…I think that kind of drip feeding the information works well…giving little bits of information at an appointment and then the next time building on that…so not giving everything all at once…” (PT2)

It was generally accepted that information should be clear, positive and relevant to the child; focusing on management of difficulties rather than on a label or diagnosis.

…so there is a lot of information to give isn’t there and I think there is something in a skill of only giving what is relevant… (OT1)

…you have to begin with a list of things that are that person’s strengths…it’s my opinion that it’s not so much about the label but what’s done with it… (S3)

Several participants felt that taking a team approach was useful to address parents’ readiness for information.

…if I didn’t think the parents were ready for that information, I would speak to the team to arrange a time and that we would need to let them know… (OT1)

Participants also experienced that parents could be supported to become more ready for information by being made to feel secure and less anxious and this could be achieved by
offering appointments in their homes, ensuring they are listened to, and by fostering a trusting relationship.

…I think if you do it (give the information) at home it is better…I just think people are more relaxed in their own environment…and having someone that you feel is being listened to…as in the therapist is listening to you as a parent… (PT3)

One interesting dilemma described by the participants was whether or not to withhold potentially difficult or upsetting information. Two of the participants felt that it was never appropriate to withhold information, whilst the others felt that it was often prudent to delay giving difficult information. One participant felt strongly that it can be very destructive to give parents difficult information, and spoke about not taking away hope.

“…I think the focus of your information has to be on what you feel the parents are able to take on board…or cope with…I don't withhold information though…” (OT1)

“…One thing that holds with me is that you don’t want to take away hope…there is some research out there with evidence to suggest that vocabulary levels at 4 will dictate outcomes at GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education – public examinations for pupils aged 16)…but that seems like a fairly destructive message to give at 4, when they are only just thinking about putting their child into school…I mean, I just think I might increase suicide rates or something…” (S2).

Main theme 2: Role as information manager

This theme describes participants’ experiences of managing information available to parents, in particular how they feel about information which they did not control.

Participants described that parents now have access to a mass of information that is unregulated. The internet and social media was specifically highlighted as a problem.

…signposting people to the internet…that’s a whole can of worms… (OT1)

It was recognised that, as the child’s therapist, there was a role for managing this kind of information. This might involve preparing the parent for what they might find…

…I’ll say, ‘you may Google that, but if you do I want you to be aware that it might look a lot worse than I’m thinking about’…I’ll kind of say you need to be careful where you look… (S2)

… or actively signposting parents to useful, more regulated websites.

…I think I would be particularly encouraging parents to specific, recognised websites, of which I have one or two that I think are very, very good… (S3)

“I would just have the discussion with them about being cautious what they read and also to point them in the right direction of good sources of information…” (PT3)

Some participants took a pragmatic view and felt that, when parents looked for information independently, it promoted discussion and better engagement with therapy.

…it really challenges you and it is really helpful…it makes you think about what you are doing and make sure your clinical reasoning is sound and that you are basing it on the right things, rather than just, ‘this is what I always do for this’… (OT2)

…and there’s so much stuff out there…we don’t know everything…so sometimes it’s learning off parents…they’ll say, ‘I looked at this and bought it off whatever…’ and you’re kind of… ‘that would be really good’… (S2).
Discussion

These findings highlight the perceived complexities faced by health professionals when attempting to both assess and develop parents’ readiness for information.

The interesting observation that parents will often ask for information, even if they are not ready for it, is in contrast to the earlier findings of Pain (1999), who reported that the act of seeking information is a strong indicator of parental readiness. The perception that a parent’s request for information is unreliable as an indicator of readiness is more in line with the findings of Hummelink and Pollock (2006). They found that whilst parents sometimes requested all information about their child’s difficulties, they would often not really be ready to engage with it. It is possible that this paradox is related to the parents’ motive for seeking information. For example, it has been recognised that parents will often seek out information as a coping strategy when coming to terms with their child’s difficulties; to feel more empowered and in control of their situation (Graungaard and Skov 2007, Pain 1999, Taanila et al. 2002).

It might be reasonable to assume that increased cognisance of this phenomenon is likely to support health professionals to become more aware of the way parents are engaging with information (i.e. to the subtle changes in behaviour and discourse described by the participants). Interestingly, participants felt that the way they responded to these parental cues was guided largely by professional judgement or instinct, and it was the consensus that these skills were not formally taught, rather that they were developed through experience. These findings concur with Caladine (2013), who also identified that health professionals felt their skills as ‘patient educators’ were more typically developed through professional experience rather than formal training.

It is possible that the perceived lack of formal training for health professionals, related to recognising and developing parent readiness for information, is due to the complexity and potential for diversity involved in these transactions. It is understandable that this level of ambiguity may not lend itself to a structured, specific training package. However, the process of having an ‘experience’ and then reflecting on that experience to change and develop practice is well recognised as a valuable learning strategy, set out by David Kolb (1984) as ‘Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory’.

Engaging in more thoughtful, structured reflection on experiences of developing parent readiness may help health professionals to feel more confident and better equipped during these complex transactions. It may also be useful for health professionals to engage in peer-assisted learning opportunities (Hammond et al. 2010), sharing and reflecting on their experiences, developing communities of practice/learning (Wenger 1998).

Whilst participants recognised the need to be sensitive to parents’ state of readiness for information, they conceded that they were not able to maintain control over which information parents accessed. Despite this, they were able to offer some opinions about how this might be managed. Participants felt that parents’ unmetered access to information, on the internet in particular, could be the source of some difficulties. Despite this, they recognised that taking a proactive approach, preparing parents for the information they might encounter, or by signposting them to more regulated websites, was a strategy that helped them retain a degree of control over the information that parents accessed.

Some participants were able to take a more positive, pragmatic view and recognised that if parents were more active in searching out information independently it actually promoted useful discussion and engagement with therapy. This is in line with the findings of Hardey (1999), who found that independently researched information equips patients (and parents) with resources they need to engage in a more reflexive evaluation of the information supplied by the health professional. Other literature describes a less positive finding, whereby some parents referred to information they have sourced independently as “ammunition” to fight “battles” against professionals (Solomon et al. 2001: 122).
This apparent variation in parental approach to the ‘use’ of independently sourced information may be due to the context in which that information is being sought. It seems, on one hand, to reflect a positive, engaged parent behaviour, and on the other a more negative, combative attitude. It is possible that the health professional’s opinion on parent’s practice of independent research may have a direct influence on parental mind-set. Whilst this was not explicit in the findings of this study, it does raise a question about best practice in promoting/managing parental use of independently sourced information.

One perspective is that health professionals may benefit from support to adapt their approach to parent education; shifting attention from the content of the information they provide, and even to some extent from how/when information is given, to focus more on how a parent is engaging with information. This line of thought draws interesting parallels with Meyer and Land’s ‘Threshold Concepts’ in education (Meyer and Land 2003). These authors suggest that the educator (in this case the health professional) should be invested in the learning of the students (in this case the parents), rather than in just the transfer of information. They explain that a threshold concept represents a significant transformation in how something is viewed or understood, without which progress in understanding cannot be made. The identification of what represents a threshold concept for parents of children with disabilities (related to how they engage with information) may support health professionals to take a more proactive, informed approach in developing parental readiness.

This suggestion also resonates with the shared decision-making model of healthcare described by Edwards, Davies and Edwards (2009). These authors suggest that information exchange (which is the prerequisite for shared decision-making) can be facilitated by improving service users’ ability to access information and, more importantly, to critically assess its quality. It may be that improving health literacy, by focusing on how parents are engaging with information, will also help to ensure parents make use of the information in a more positive way.

**Implications for practice and learning:**

- Health professionals working in this context may benefit from exploring opportunities for development of practice-based learning initiatives, to share and reflect on experiences of providing information to parents. The value of both experiential learning and peer-assisted learning as valid learning/CPD activities should also be highlighted.
- It may be useful for health professionals to consider their approach to parent education, specifically how they can best support parents to develop as learners. Further research into what might represent a threshold concept for parents when engaging with information from health professionals is recommended.
- It is suggested that health professionals should consider proactively encouraging parents to independently research information about their child’s condition and embrace the resultant opportunities to engage in discussion. The benefits of such practice are likely to extend beyond simply improving parental engagement with information, and may include opportunity for health professionals to reflect on their clinical decision making. The views of the participants in this study suggest that this kind of paradigm shift may not sit comfortably with all health professionals, and it is recommended that further investigation be carried out to determine how such a practice may be implemented successfully.
- Given the perceived lack of formal training related to information provision (in particular providing difficult/upsetting information), it may be valuable for higher education institutions to consider how to make this part of the curriculum more explicit.

**Limitations**

This was a small-scale qualitative study based on interviews with health professionals from a single team. The findings are therefore not generalisable; however this was not the intention of
the study. Generating an understanding of relevant issues and exploring how this understanding may influence practice, and guide future research, was the goal.

All participants were self-selecting volunteers; as such, the sample may not be truly representative of the group being investigated. Furthermore, all participants were known to the researcher as colleagues and peers, which may have influenced their discourse (either positively or negatively). Despite these concerns, it is considered that data collection and analysis was conducted employing a suitably rigorous and reflexive method, such that the impact of such relationships was recognised and embraced.

It is recognised that the sample of participants in this study did not include representation of all health professionals whose role includes providing information to parents; most notably, no paediatricians were interviewed.

To improve the collection of data in this study, it may have been valuable to have explored the potential for group interviews/focus groups, as well as individual interviews. This would have given opportunity for point/counter point discussion and resolution, and also for drawing out more latent issues, improving the credibility of the findings.

To further improve the study design, it may have been helpful to include observations/video recordings of health professional – parent interactions, providing a potentially useful comparison between health professionals’ rhetoric and their espoused/actual practice. It would also have been useful to interview parents of children accessing the service. Analysis of data from health professionals alongside data from parents may have revealed an even deeper insight into the phenomenon, and could form the basis for further study.

Conclusions

The findings of this study suggest that the health professional’s role as a provider of information to parents of children with disabilities is evolving. It may be that this role may now be more helpfully described as a parent educator, involving a shift in focus from content/timing of information provision to the development of parents as learners. Furthermore, it is suggested that actively promoting parents to research health-related information about their child may help to open a positive dialogue and improve engagement with information provided by health professionals.

It is also suggested that it would be useful for health professionals to explore opportunities for practice-based initiatives to support the development of the skills required for this role.
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